NORTH SOUND THREEDOM RIDERS ~ BROTHERS OF THE THIRD WHEEL ~DECEMBER 2014

Sound Bytes
Happy Birthday NSTR
November 4

Officers
Co-Director
Russ Lamb
russlamb57@gmail.com

Mike Brenaman

mikesinschool@yahoo.com

Secretary
Lori Watkins

Treasurer
Laurie Lamb

Meetings
1st Tuesday Mt Vernon WA

*December 2, 2014*

Custom Birthday Cake
carrot with cream cheese icing
Safeway made, Lori ordered

North Sound Threedom
Riders meet the first Tuesday
of each month at 6:00 pm for
dinner & mingling and start
the meeting at 7:00 pm. This
months meeting will be at
Denny`s 100 E College Way,
Mt Vernon, WA 98273 in the
banquet room.
Please contact Russ Lamb
or Mike Brenaman for more
information.
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December 2 ~ White elephant gift exchange at Denny’s

"Lord White Elephant" by Colesworthy Grant - A Series of Views in Burmah taken during Major Phayre’s Mission to the Court of
Ava in 1855. Licensed under Public domain via Wikimedia Commons - http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
File:Lord_White_Elephant.jpg#mediaviewer/File:Lord_White_Elephant.jpg
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Birthday Meeting
Members in Attendance
back row: Russ, Mike, Bob, Leroy, Brian, Ron
center: Evelyn, Katie, Larry
front: Lisa, Debbie
Photo taken by member Laurie

A Year of Fun & Friendship

THE BIKER WAVE
To wave or not to wave. That is not the question. Said topic has been dealt with elsewhere, ad nauseam. Suffice it to say that the choice is
entirely yours: Wave first, wave back or don't wave at all. However, if you do decide to wave, then the Waving Code that all Real Bikers share
needs to be committed to memory and implemented correctly.
The historical origin of the wave is attributed to armored knights on horseback. When approached by another knight bearing the same coat of
arms, both knights would raise their helmets' visors to reveal their identities to each other. When knights were not in armor, the lifting of the
visor was transformed into a salute, employing a similar motion of the arm and hand.
In the early days of motorcycling, two-wheeled warriors of the open road began greeting each other in passing with a knight-like salute.
Nowadays, according to experts on waving protocol, the waves exchanged by bikers are determined by the kinds of bikes they are riding. The
major categories are sportbikes, metric cruising/touring bikes, and genuine Harley-Davidsons. Anything else with a motor and two wheels is
considered to be just a motor-bike.
The venerable Harley-Davidson is the only motorcycle worthy of the V-Twin salute. A "V for Victory" or "Peace, Brother" symbol is formed
with the index and middle fingers, and delivered with a slow extension of the left arm, downward at a 45-degree angle. If you own a Harley and
have acquired the all-too-common "Harleyer than Thou" attitude towards other coats of arms, upon discovering that the approaching bike is
actually a Japanese imposter you can simply retract your index finger. Depending upon the extent of your air-cooled bigotry, you may want to
give an approaching V-Rod rider the same one-finger salute. Unless, of course, you are also riding a V-Rod, in which case a shoulder shrug is
probably sufficient.
Should you encounter an off-brand American cruiser, a chopper, a Euro-bike that is not of the sporting variety, or a Japanese model other than
cruiser, bagger or sportbike, a quasi-salute is optional. This can be accomplished with a brief opening of your left hand, just above the grip.
However, if you happen to be riding the very same kind of motorcycle, then by all means feel free to make a fool of yourself by gesticulating
wildly.
When it comes to waving etiquette, there remain several murky areas still being hotly debated. For example, should passengers wave to other
passengers, thereby sharing pillion empathy? If you are of the waving persuasion, should you greet everyone coming the other way on your
poker run? If there is a large group of oncoming riders, and their motorcycles represent a mixed bag, should you give the entire group one
continuous, generic wave, or should you greet each rider individually with a wave that is politically correct for their specific mount? If you can
accomplish the latter at 50 miles per hour, you can probably count cards in Vegas.
There is one more thing that needs to be said here. While it is perfectly acceptable for bikers to return in kind the waves of pedestrians, be they
inquisitive children or envious adults, Real Bikers never wave back at grown-ups on bicycles, mopeds or motor-scooters. If you'll feel guiltridden for not being oh-so polite, then perhaps a simple nod of the head in recognition of their existence would ease your conscience. Just hope
that your riding buddies don't notice!
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A Great year for North Sound Threedom Riders

